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ABSTRACT

As functional components like switch structure and cache do not need acceleration, the input buffer program becomes the mainstream structure of high-performance devices. Fair resource allocation is a necessary condition for achieving service quality control. The switch scheduling should take both scheduling efficiency and fair resource allocation into account. An iterative matching scheduling algorithm iPFQ for input buffer switch was brought out based on iSLIP. Simulation experiments were used to verify average delay, throughput as well as link bandwidth allocation fairness under different loads when it is uniform distribution and non-uniform Bernoulli arriving probability. The experimental results show that iPFQ can achieve high scheduling efficiency under fair resource allocation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The rapid development of fiber optic transmission technology eliminates bandwidth bottleneck problem which restricts network development in long-term and makes high-speed networks possible [1]. As bandwidth continues to improve, Internet whose core is IP is gradually becoming unified information exchange infrastructure to provide emerging network applications like video conferencing, visual computing, medical imaging, etc. The diversity of applications means diversification of quality of service requirements. Service quality control has become an important issue in the design of high-performance network devices [2-4].

The Quality of Service (QoS) means the ability of network to provide different levels of services for different users [5]. In essence, QoS does not create new resources. Therefore, appropriate resource supply is the prerequisite for network to provide QoS support. QoS control just manages and applies network resources effectively based on application needs and network status. The key elements of network QoS control are traffic differentiation and fair resource allocation. It is possible to cater for needs of different applications by differentiating traffic and allocate resources based on different QoS needs.

Ref. [6] pointed out that the bandwidth allocation is fair if the service rate of each stream is proportional to its share of resource reservation. The fair scheduling policy of output buffer switch has been in-depth researches and many results have been made. Ref. [7] made a very good overview. The paper is mainly based on the input buffer architecture of high performance network equipment scheduling algorithm efficiency and fairness issues. Although switches occupy the main work, routers reach packets from the input link to output link due to the random nature of packet arrival. If measures were not taken within routers and switches, fair scheduling would not be truly realized [8]. Therefore, the complexity of input buffer switch is higher than that of output buffer switch. Till now, fewer literatures are focused on fair scheduling of input buffer switches [8-10].

Throughput and fairness are two main performance indexes in the scheduling algorithm design of input buffer switch. The scheduling algorithm with higher throughput may have poor fairness, such as iSLIP [11]. The transmission scheduling which is only based on fair resource allocation principle cannot achieve higher throughput [8]. Therefore, the fairness of resource allocation and throughput should be compromised and balanced in switch scheduling. The paper proposes an iterative matching scheduling algorithm iPFQ for input buffer switch which was brought out based on iSLIP and is organized as follows: section 2 introduces related works; section 3 proposes fair scheduling algorithm of input buffer switch; section 4 verifies algorithm performance with simulation experiments; section 5 concludes our work.
2. SCHEDULING ALGORITHM OF INPUT BUFFER SWITCHES

The scheduling of input buffer switch is the essential problem of bipartite graph matching. At present, practical scheduling algorithms are usually iterative matching algorithms such as ISLIP [11]. In case of each time of scheduling, the iterative matching algorithm should conduct times of matching processes. Each process has three phases including REQUEST, GRANT and ACCEPT. In the REQUEST, each input that has not been matched sends request to all possible outputs. In the GRANT, output ports that have not been matched select an input from many requests to send response. In the ACCEPT, un-matched input selects a response to recognize. Conditions that the input sent GRANT and output received GRANT are considered to be establishing connections. After scheduling, the input-output pair can transmit a packet.

The main difference between different iterative matching algorithms is selective method in grant/accept phase. The earliest iterative matching algorithm is PIM [13]. In the GRANT of PIM, each output port randomly selects an input port to send request signal. In the ACCEPT, each input port also randomly selects a response signal to send ACCEPT. The problem of PIM is that it is difficult to realize random selector with hardware and to assure fairness of random selection [8]. Basid Round-Robin matching algorithm (RRM) uses cyclic priority strategies for contention arbitration. In the GRANT, it outputs priority of port. In the ACCEPT, input port sends accept signal to output port with highest priority and update priority of each output. The advantage of RRM algorithm is that hardware implementation is relatively simple. In the GRANT, update of each input port priority in the input port is receiving ACCEPT before. No matter whether GRANT has been transmitted by output port or been accepted by corresponding input port, the input port priority would change. Therefore, there is synchronization in RRM. As to synchronization, the higher load of switch, the lower throughput of it. The ISLIP simply improved priority update strategy in RRM. In the GRANT, output port only updates after receiving the accept signal input port of the processing of input port-priority. If the ACCEPT was not received, the priority of each input port remained unchanged. Priority update strategy simply eliminates synchronization and greatly improves switch performance. The Ref. [15] has proved that throughput of ISLIP can reach up to 100%.

The focus of PIM, RRM and ISLIP is scheduling efficiency and the target of scheduling algorithm is to achieve most matching, namely most input-output pairs. In case of conflict, switch equally treats each input port. Output link bandwidth evenly distributes among each input port. However, average does not mean fair. In the Statistical Matching (SM) algorithm [13], it is the output port not the input port which conducts iterative processing. Output port randomly selects an input port to send GRANT, no matter whether input port received GRANT which is waiting for packet transmission or not. The probability of output port selecting some input port to send GRANT is proportional to the reservation of bandwidth in the output link. As SM sends GRANT without considering occupation status in input port queue, the input port receiving GRANT may not have packet queuing for transmission. Therefore, the blindness of SM sending GRANT results in low throughput of switch.

Weighted Probabilistic Iterative Matching (WPIM) algorithm [9] adds fair scheduling mechanism. It divides time into frames containing fixed number of slots and determines packet forward number in a frame with resource reserving mechanism. In the GRANT, WPIM randomly selects one stream which does not exceed reserved number to GRANT. WPIM achieves effective separation of stream by restricting packet number which can be transmitted in a frame. However, WPIM in delivery volume did not reach the reserved share of the flow under the same probability of selection. The output link bandwidth is still evenly distributed in the activity flow among the excess sent, the reserved share of the flow no relationship, the experiment also proved this point [8].

Iterative Fair Scheduling (IFS) [8] running generalized processor sharing (GPS) is each output port to maintain virtual time. The engine computes starting and ending time under GPS server for each arrival packet according to resource reserving number. Output port selects the least virtual starting time from conflicting packets to providing service. In the ACCEPT, input port uses First Come First Served (FCFS) for arbitration. IFS refers to fair queuing idea from flow-level to achieving fair allocation of link bandwidth. But the computation has high cost, which is not easy for implementation with hardware.

The idea of Iterative Deficit-round-robin (IDRR) is to assign a quota that is proportional to resource reserved for each stream. After input port
establishing connection with output port, it continuously transmits packets until the quota finished. Each input port records active stream information with list out-FlowList. In the GRANT, the un-matched output port selects the first one from this list to send REQUEST. In the ACCEPT, input port selects the first output port from inFlowList receiving GRANT to send ACCEPT. After connection between input and output is established, it will transmit quota packets continuously. The essence of IDRR is still round-robin. It can achieve fairness of output link bandwidth allocation by setting quota that is proportional to resource reserved, which is also easy to be implemented with hardware. The problem of IDRR is that other active streams in the same input may not access to service, resulting in larger delay jitter.

3. ITERATIVE PORT-BASED FAIR SCHEDULING ALGORITHM

3.1 BASIC IDEA

In high-speed network environment, the scheduling time of router and switch should be as little as possible. The scheduling algorithm must be easily implemented with hardware. As to fair sharing of output link bandwidth, flow-based fair scheduling algorithm is the best. However, due to too many active flows in the core network, it is difficult to implement it with hardware. The port-based fair scheduling algorithm is more practical.

The iterative port-based fair scheduling algorithm (iPFQ) proposed in the paper is also based on iSLIP, which is also an iterative matching algorithm based on port. Similar to iSLIP, the output port of iPFQ utilizes iterative priority scheduling strategy for arbitration among several conflicting input ports. Input port determines among many received GRANT with FCFS principle. Different from iSLIP, the probability of an output linking with the arriving packets from the input port is authorized to use the probability of an output link and reaching the stream from the input port is proportional to the amount of resources reserved in the output link in order to ensure the fairness of the link bandwidth allocation. The iPFQ mainly improves iterative priority wheel configuration method of iSLIP so that the number of some input port in wheel is proportional to that of reserved bandwidth in this output link.

In the iPFQ, each output port maintains an iterative priority wheel as shown in Fig. 1. The signal in wheel is input port identifier. The wheel rotates in a certain direction using pointer to element with the highest priority currently. The priority of other elements decreases correspondingly. The maximum element number in priority is called length of wheel. It takes an integer larger than N, which is usually a multiple of N. Where, N is port number of router or switch.

In terms of stream that expects to access bandwidth assurance in output link, it is necessary to perform resource reservation in advance. When the stream is conducting resource reservation in switch, it can acknowledge basic information of stream, resource reservation bandwidth. The problem to implement resource reservation is not the focus in the paper. We just assume that switch understands resource reservation information in output link and bandwidth.

Define the packet from input i and destination is output j belonging to flow f(i, j). The reserved bandwidth of f(i, j) in output link j whose capacity is $C_j$ is $R_{ij}$. The output link j is link connecting with port j. Based on formula, the number $P_{ij}$ that input port i in iterative priority wheel of output port j can be computed. The $LC_j$ in formula is element number in priority wheel of output port j. Although each output port can set element number of maintaining iterative priority wheel based on specific status of link bandwidth, the element number of each output port in the implementation can be equally set.

$$P_{ij} = \left[ \frac{R_{ij} \times LC_j}{C_j} \right] \quad (1)$$

The granularity of the output link bandwidth allocation determines minimum output link bandwidth that can be reserved. As the input port sign should be at least once in some iterative list, the reserved minimum link bandwidth is $C_j/LC_j$. It shows that element number of wheel is related to link bandwidth allocation granularity. More number
in priority wheel means smaller bandwidth allocation granularity. However, the storage and management of priority of wheel may be more complex. Therefore, selection of priority wheel number should comprehensively take factors as implementation complexity and bandwidth allocation granularity into account. In addition, if an input port sign shows many times in the wheel, it should try to evenly allocate it in the wheel so as to avoid output port consecutive multiple scheduling grant signal granting the same stream and cause other long time not to get the service of the phenomenon. The paper will give another priority wheel configuration algorithm.

3.2 iPFQ ALGORITHM

In the GRANT, output port of iPFQ select one port with highest priority from many REQUESTs according to iterative priority strategy to GRANT. The method is as following: check whether received priority round of the highest priority element points to input port to send the request signal. If so, send GRANT to this input port and the selection process ends. Otherwise, the wheel rotates and highest priority points to next one to continue the process.

In the ACCEPT, input port select one from received GRANT based on FCFS and send ACCEPT to corresponding output port. As the conflicting packets in input port come from same upstream node, if all nodes in the network use same scheduling strategy, the packet from first arrival node is also the first one leave upstream node. So it is natural to conduct arbitration with FCFS strategy.

The specific iPFQ algorithm is as following:

Step 1: Initialization. Based on resource reserved status, each output port computes number of each input port sign in the priority wheel \( P_{i,j} \) (\( i, j = 0, 1, 2, \cdots, N - 1 \)) and try to allocate input port sign in wheel evenly as possible. Each scheduling needs \( \log_2 N \) iterative matching process, where \( N \) is port number of router and switch.

Step 2: Each iterative matching process can be divided into three phases:

(a) Request phase: For any un-matched input port \( i \), if \( I(i, j) > 0 \), \( i = 1, 2, \cdots, N - 1 \), send REQUEST signal to output port \( j \) where, \( I(i, j) \) packet number waiting for transmission in output port \( j \) corresponding to input port \( i \).

(b) Grant phase. As to any un-matched output port, select one from received REQUESTs with highest priority. Send GRANT to corresponding input port and notify port that has not been selected.

(c) Accept phase. Input port selects a output port from received GRANT with FCFS to send ACCEPT signal. The output port received ACCEPT rotate priority wheel so that the highest pointer to next element. The input port establish connection with output port received this ACCEPT.

Step 3: After each time of scheduling, configure switch structure based on matching result. Establish connection between corresponding input port and output port. Transmit a packet from input to output.

3.3 TIME COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS

The iterative priority wheel length of iSLIP is \( N \). All input port sign can be emerge in wheel only once. The length of iPFQ is a number larger than \( N \), which is usually multiple of \( N \). Some input port sign may be emerged in wheel for times. The number of input port in wheel is proportional to link reserved bandwidth. The increase of iterative priority wheel length is basis of fair allocation in iPFQ, which also result in time of GRANT in iPFQ larger than that in iSLIP.

In case of light network load and the GRANT of iPFQ, the priority wheel needs to rotate \( LC-1 \) elements to find signal access port for transmitting REQUEST, where \( LC \) is length of wheel. However, the iSLIP only needs to rotate \( N-1 \) elements to access REQUEST. As \( LC \) is larger than \( N \), the arbitration time of iPFQ is longer than that of iSLIP in case of light load. In case of heavy load, output port usually receives REQUEST from input port corresponding to element with highest priority. Therefore, the time in GRANT of iPFQ and iSLIP is same to \((0, 1)\).

3.4 CONFIGURATION METHOD OF PRIORITY WHEEL

If a input port appears many times in the wheel, how to determine location of this port in wheel has nothing to do with fair allocation of link bandwidth, while it may affect delay jitter of packet and waiting time before other flow access to GRANT. Therefore, if a port appears many times in wheel, the port sign should be evenly allocated in wheel. Here we give a configuration method. Without loss of generality, take priority wheel configuration at output port \( j \) as example.

Assume the reserved bandwidth in output link \( j \) of flow \( f(i, j) \) is \( R_{i,j} \). The number of each input port appear in iterative priority wheel \( j \) is \( P_{i,j} \) (\( i, j = 0, 1, 2, \cdots, N - 1 \)).
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int i, j, k, wheel[LCj-1];
for (i=0; i<LCj; i++)
wheel[i]=-1;
i=0;
while(i<LCj) {
for(k=0;k<N;k++)
if(Pk,j→0) wheel[i++]=k;
}

4. SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS

Typically, iSLIP is considered as scheduling algorithm with highest efficiency [8] and iFS is algorithm with best fair performance [10]. The simulation assesses efficiency and bandwidth allocation fairness of three scheduling algorithms as iPFQ, iSLIP and iFS. The experiment results show that iPFQ can achieve similar throughput with iSLIP, while access to same fairness with iFS.

4.1 SCHEDULING ALGORITHM EFFICIENCY

The main evaluation criterion of efficiency is average delay and throughput of packet. The paper examines algorithm efficiency under uniform Bernoulli arrival and on-uniform Bernoulli arrival.

(1) Uniform Bernoulli arrival

Under uniform Bernoulli arrival, the load of input link is packet arrival probability in a slot. Meanwhile, the packet destination is uniformly distributed among all output ports. In the experiment, size of VOQ is 16×16, namely switch has 16 inputs and 16 outputs. The packet length is 64Byte and each time of scheduling needs 4 iterations. Fig. 2 shows trend of packet average delay changes along input link load of three algorithms. We can see that average delay of iPFQ is same to that of iFS and close to that of iSLIP. When the link load greater than 0.9, the average packet delay of three algorithm grows to converge. The iSLIP is scheduling algorithm with minimum average delay [8]. The delay of iPFQ and iSLIP is almost same to each other. Therefore, under uniform Bernoulli arrival, iPFQ can also reach 100% throughput.

(2) Non-uniform Bernoulli arrival

The paper uses flow arrival model in [9] to assess scheduling algorithm efficiency under non-uniform Bernoulli arrival. Assume switch has 16 ports, in which 4 ports connect to server and 12 connect to clients. Each client generates 40% flow to server, which is evenly distributed on each server. The remaining 60% flow destinies to other clients and the flow also distributed evenly. Each server generates 96% flow to 12 clients evenly.

Figure 3 shows packet average delay changes along load under three scheduling algorithms. We can see from the figure that three curves representing iSLIP, IFS and iPFQ almost overlap. The throughput of switch can reach 79%. Assuming input link load is \( l \), the output link load to server is \( L_{server}=12\times0.4\times\frac{l}{4}+4\times0.04\times\frac{l}{4} \). When \( L_{server}=l \), \( l \approx 0.806 \). It indicates that when input link load is 0.806, the output link to server is overload. At this moment, the packets accumulate in input cache and average packet delay increase sharply.
4.2 Fairness of Bandwidth Allocation

To clearly show results, the VOQ size in simulation is $4 \times 4$. The element number of each output priority wheel is 40. Each input port has 4 flows to different output port. Without loss of generality, assume the flow $f(0,0)$, $f(1,0)$, $f(2,0)$ and $f(3,0)$ reserve 10%, 20%, 30%, 40% output link capacity connecting to output port 0. Actually, the arrival speed of 4 flows is same as 85% link load. The arrival speed of other flow is about 5% of link load. Set $\Gamma = [\lambda_{i,j}]$ as flow arrival intensity matrix; $\lambda_{i,j}$ is arrival speed of $f(i,j)$; $I$ is load of input link. Then:

$$\Gamma = [\lambda_{i,j}] = \begin{bmatrix} 0.85 & 0.05 & 0.05 & 0.05 \\
0.85 & 0.05 & 0.05 & 0.05 \\
0.85 & 0.05 & 0.05 & 0.05 \\
0.85 & 0.05 & 0.05 & 0.05 \end{bmatrix}$$ (2)

Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show actual service speed of output port 0 with iSLIP and iPFQ. If input link load less than 29.4% of output link capacity, the load on output link 0 is less than link capacity. Fig. 4: Flow service speed with iSLIP

![Figure 4: Flow service speed with iSLIP](image)

If the input link 0 do not overload, the flow service speed is about actual arrival speed of flow. The scheduler as iSLIP and iPFQ tah run acording to work conserving mechanism will not be in idle when packets waiting for transmission in input port. Therefore, in case of slight load, the output link can transmit. At this moment, it has no sense ask for resource reservation.

In case of output link 0 overload, the output port 0 with iSLIP may evenly allocate 4 flows within output link bandwidth. The actual service rate of each stream is 25% of the output link capacity, without considering different resource reservation. The reason is that element number in priority wheel of iSLIP is same to port number. The input port sign only appears once in wheel, which has nothing to do with resource reservation amount in case of different input link. When the load is heavy, there are almost packets in each input queue waiting for transmission by output port 0. Therefore, output port 0 may receive REQUEST from 4 input output ports generally. The GRANT arbitration in port 0 uses Round-Robin strategy and output link serves 4 flows in turn. Link bandwidth is actually divided equally among 4 flows as shown in Fig. 4. With iPFQ, when input link load greater than 24.9% of output capacity, iPFQ can isolate flow exceed resource reserved from practical transmission rate, so that it may not affect normal packet transmission, as shown in Fig. 5. If input link load is within 29.4%-47.1%, there is always one or several flow arrival rate is less than the reserved bandwidth. As the input port sign number in wheel is proportional to corresponding resource reserved in output link, the unused reserved link bandwidth evenly share reserved bandwidth. Therefore, the iPFQ can evenly allocate output link bandwidth resource as desired.

5. Conclusions

Rapid development of transmission technology requires higher performance of core devices. Input buffer structure solves extension of high-performance router and switch. Meanwhile, diversity of applications needs QoS from network. How to improve the throughput of the routers, switches and to provide flexible, easy to achieve quality of service control mechanism has become one of the key issues in the design of high performance routers and switches. Based on iSLIP, an iterative matching scheduling algorithm iPFQ for input buffer switch was proposed. It achieves packet conflicts in output port with iterative priority scheduling in GRANT, which is easy for implementation with hardware. Experiment results show that iPFQ has both efficiency and fairness. Its performance as packet average delay and
throughput is same as iSLIP. At the same time, it can also ensure fairness of output link bandwidth allocation as iFS.
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